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Name :

What’s the Right Prefix?

Complete each sentence with appropriate prefixed words

using the clue in the parentheses.

3. Granny is to read clearly without her glasses. (not able) 

7. Mike forgave his friend, rather than him. (does not own)

5. Gabriel wrote a fantasy story about a land. (not existent)

8. . (without toxins)The air in the park is fresh and

4. Susan and Paul with my statement. (do not agree)

6. Sam his shoelaces. (not tied)

2. Natalie and Terry spinach. (do not like)

1. The reason behind the sunken ship is still . (not known)

Trevor disobeys his parents.

Trevor does not obey his parents.

John was unhappy yesterday.

John was not happy yesterday.

Juan drove non-stop.

Juan drove without stopping.
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Answer keyName :

What’s the Right Prefix?

Complete each sentence with appropriate prefixed words

using the clue in the parentheses.

3. Granny is to read clearly without her glasses. (not able) unable

7. Mike forgave his friend, rather than him. (does not own)disown

5. non-existentGabriel wrote a fantasy story about a land. (not existent)

8. . (without toxins)The air in the park is fresh and non-toxic

4. Susan and Paul with my statement. (do not agree)disagree

6. Sam untied his shoelaces. (not tied)

2. Natalie and Terry spinach. (do not like)dislike

1. The reason behind the sunken ship is still unknown . (not known)

Trevor disobeys his parents.

Trevor does not obey his parents.

John was unhappy yesterday.

John was not happy yesterday.

Juan drove non-stop.

Juan drove without stopping.
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